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Comparison of Stacked (cutting) and Winding manufacturing
process for Mini Box Capacitors
一. Stacked (cutting) Method
Why stacked process? Because it is difficult to produce pin space p=5mm mini box
capacitor. Instead other company develops the easy manufacturing process but
poor quality "stacked" method.
Advantage: process simple ; high efficiency; low cost. Currently AVX、 ARCO、
SIEMENS 90% produce the products by this method .
Disadvantage: By cutting method, there are some damage on the cutting surface
( bur or thinner phenomenum ).The electricity characteristic of capacitor is bad ;
insulation ability is poor. The point discharge will happen at cutting edge and also
has leak ; short life phenomenum. Especially when the structure of capacitor loose,
if charging or discharging at this situation , the deviation of capacitance is
large .In a long period of operation time, the capacitance will decrease and
unstable. If you use this kind device In ADSL HDSL TFT driver circuit application,
you will find
the frequency of oscillator is unstable which cause un capable wiring work. When
operation time is longer the deviation of frequency is larger .
Because the stacked process has above disadvantage, so this process can only
suitable for small size capacitor (low voltage 100V or 63V) small current
(＜10mA Rms)
When voltage is above 100V, it(stacked process) has insulation poor ;leak;
point discharge at cutting edge shortages. Some product type such as : ARCO 、
MKT 、RSB has large volume for bearing high voltage by increasing film
thickness.

STACKED METHOD

二. Winding method (wiring process): Our company use this
kind of process.
Disadvantage: wiring 1pcs by 1 pcs, and process also 1pcs by 1 pcs, the process is
difficult, low manufacturing efficiency and high cost.
Advantage: This process does not use cutting method, so the body of capacitor is
integrated and solid structure. The capacitance is stable. There are no cutting edge
point discharge and leak shortage. The capacitor made by winding process has
good electricity characteristic and well insulation with long operation life. It is
suitable for high voltage oscillation electricity circuit. By the way , this kind of
capacitor has small size .Generally speaking, it is a quality insurance
manufacturing process

三. When the capacitor used in high voltage; high stability; long life situation, it
must use winding process. ex: capacitor used in air condition compresser;
capacitor used in ultrasonic viberator ; high pulse electricity capacitor (-40℃~
+125℃ high temperature coefficient).currently no company use stacked
process to produce the above capacitor.<life of the stacked product only a few
days, then it exposures>
四. ARCO、WIMA、RIFA company also has wiring process for p=5mm mini box
capacitor, but the price is higher than stacked product more than 3~5x

